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Abbreviations 
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Conseil Ouest et Centre Africain pour la Recherche et le 
Développement Agricoles/ West and Central African Council 
for Agricultural Research and Development 

FARA  Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa 

GW Group Work 

IDRC International Development Research Centre 

DFID Department for International Development 

CCAA Climate Change Adaptation for Africa 

QQT Quality, Quantity and Time 

SMART Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound 
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Introduction 

Background 

1. The Climate Change Adaptation for Africa [CCAA] programme, aims at 

reducing climate change vulnerability in Africa, and has given priority to 
research that could inform climate change related policy development. 

2. The programme, launched in 2006, will end in March 2012.   The African 
Advisory Board, as well as IDRC and DFID, have always had the intention of 
handing over coordination of the programme to African organizations. 

Consequently, CORAF/WECARD is spearheading a project Platform for 
exchange between African Research Scientists and Policy makers on climate 

change Adaptation funded by IDRC.  

3. The duration of the project will be three years from April 2011 to March 2014. 
The devolution of the CCAA program to CORAF/WECARD provides an 

opportunity and support to link a broad range of African stakeholders 
including civil society, policy makers, donors and the private sector working 

on adaptation to climate change issues. 

4. The platform will provide the required environment to facilitate consensus on 
critical areas and appropriate action research gaps in policy-options for 

climate change of relevance to the African continent.  

5. The activities that will deliver Project results will focus on the following four 

key strategic thrusts:  

a] Synthesize and disseminate research results aimed at influencing 
strategies and practices for adaptation to climate change;  

b] Strengthen capacity and implement targeted research on adaptation to 
climate change;  

c] Establish a framework for periodic discussions between stakeholders 
leading to the formulation of strategic recommendations or policy options 
related to climate change adaptation in Africa;  

d] Contribute to strategic debates at continental and international meetings 
to establish an African position on adaptation to climate change.  

6. The Project document envisaged a methodology workshop to be organized at 
the initial stage of the project aimed at having the crucial input of key 
stakeholders to fine tune the project’s activities, expected outputs and the 

roles and responsibilities of major players. For this reason, CORAF/WECARD 
has organised the workshop described in this Report. 

Workshop Objective and Outputs 

7. The Objective of the Workshop was: 

Project structure reviewed and finalised with input and 
consensus from stakeholders 

8. This Objective was to be achieved through the delivery of three Outputs, 

namely: 

1.  Major partners and collaborators identified  

2.  Logframe reviewed and developed  
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3.  Partners with greater understanding of the Project,  its 
deliverables, key milestones and their responsibilities for 

implementation 

Programme Structure and Methodology 

9. The Workshop was held on 29th and 30th June, 2011 at Saly, Senegal.  The 
timetable is shown at  

10. Annex 1, and the participants are listed at Annex 2 

11. The Workshop was split into three sections: 

a]  Section 1 was an introduction and provided an overview of the Project 

documentation to date, and an outline of the process and methodology 
of the Workshop; 

b] Section 2 was an analysis of the Project, built around a Stakeholder 
Analysis, which identified key roles and responsibilities; 

c] Section 3 was an in-depth analysis of the Project components using the 

logframe as a tool to identify key areas of deliverables, activities, 
indicators and assumptions. 

12. This approach is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1 and explained further 
in the following sections of process and outputs. 

Figure 1 Structure of Review Preparation Retreat 
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Workshop Outputs and process 

13. The PowerPoint© slides used for the presentations are attached as a 
separate file in Adobe© [pdf] format.  A draft version of these was provided 
for participants before starting.  The version accompanying this Report is 

the final version used during the Retreat. 

Day 1 – Overview and Background  

Section 1 - Introduction and overview of Workshop 

14. Following introductory remarks by Dr Paco Sereme [ED of CORAF/WECARD] 
and Dr Michele Leone [Senior Programme Officer IDRC],  the objectives, 

outputs, structure and content of the Workshop were explained to 
participants; this included background to the Workshop and the 

methodology to be used. 

15. Session 3, was a presentation by the NRM Programme Manager, Dr Abdulai 
Jalloh, which explained the details of the Project and its origins.  For further 

information refer to the draft Project document and presentation slides. 

16. Discussion following the presentation gave participants the opportunity to 

seek clarifications and discuss and flag potential issues.  Further 
explanations and information was provided by the Director of Programmes, 

Dr Harold Roy-Macauley.  Some of the key points are shown in Box 1. 

Box 1 Output from plenary discussion [Session 3] 

 Need to clearly identify the role and responsibility of the Steering 

Committee, should be possible once the Workshop has been 
completed 

 Stakeholder list needs to indicate other sub-regions as well 

 There is a need to link to civil society stakeholders capable of 

using any policy options developed 

 CORAF/WECARD is an organisation with an agricultural focus, 
there is a need to identify mechanisms to engage other sectors 

[water, land, health] 

 Need to address the role of women 

 Need to define target for primary stakeholders 

 Once collation and synthesis of information and knowledge has 
been completed, any gaps should be identified and where 

applicable appropriate research carried out. 

 There are issues of energy that link to climate change – 

deforestation for fuel wood and charcoal  

Section 2 – Stakeholder Analysis  

17. Session 5 provided a general review and summary of Stakeholder Analysis, 
detailing the mechanics of the process, and ensuring all participants were 
clear on the nature of the task in Group Work 1 [GW1]. 
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Group Work 1 –  Stakeholder Analysis of Project 

18. The Group Work Sheet for this is shown at Annex 3.   Participants were 

divided into two groups; one Anglophone and one Francophone. 

19. The raw output from GW1 is shown at  Annex 4.  The work identified a 
number of groups, according to the role of the stakeholder: 

a] Managers – those with oversight  

b] Implementers – engaged on a day-to-day basis with Result delivery 

c] Beneficiaries – decision makers, those lobbying policy makers and policy 
makers 

d] Info’ and knowledge providers – those generating, and who have 

generated, relevant information and knowledge 

e] Capacity strengthening – those providing a wide range of capacity 

strengthening inputs 

f] Media – communication and awareness  

20. It is still necessary to prioritise and classify the stakeholders concerned, but 
although incomplete, the work did highlight the potentially large number of 
stakeholders who may become involved with the Project. 

Section 3 – Project Analysis using the logframe as a tool 

21. A brief presentation explained the logframe-basis for the analysis of the 

Project.  This covered the two key principles of a] cause and effect and b] 
necessary and sufficient. 

22. The logframe background material was followed by a Plenary Discussion  

which evaluated and reviewed the General and Specific Objectives of the 
Project [see Box 2].   

Box 2 Project Objectives 

General Objective 

Develop a platform for the effective and efficient transfer of information 

from researchers to policy makers, with the ultimate aim of enhancing the 

resilience of vulnerable populations 

Specific objectives   

1. Promote and support effective documentation and sharing of 

information to improve climate change adaptation policy in Africa 

2. Identify policy gaps, support related action research, and promote the 

integration of climate change research into development policies, 

strategies, programs and projects at continental and sub-regional 

levels 

23. This discussion focussed on three key questions: 

a] Do these Objectives reflect the aims and intended impact of the Project? 

b] Are they linked logically and closely enough? 

c] Do they satisfy logframe requirements of being endpoints and simple 
statements that can be measured? 
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Box 3 Analysis of General Objective 

General Objective:  Develop a platform for the effective and 

efficient transfer of information from researchers to policy makers, 
with the ultimate aim of enhancing the resilience of vulnerable 

populations 

 This statement is not an endpoint, but a process. 

 It contains an embedded clause which implies: 

o IF a platform for the effective and efficient transfer of 
information is developed THEN the resilience of 

vulnerable populations will be enhanced 

 The development of the platform is what the Project intends to 
deliver/achieve as part of its Results and Specific Objective 

and so logically the only element of the original statement that 
could stand as a General Objective is: 

Resilience of vulnerable populations enhanced 

 

Box 4 Analysis of Specific Objectives 

Specific Objective 1: Promote and support effective documentation and 

sharing of information to improve climate change adaptation policy in Africa 

Specific Objective 2: Identify policy gaps, support related action 
research, and promote the integration of climate change research into 

development policies, strategies, programs and projects at continental and 
sub-regional levels 

 There are two Specific Objectives, which contravenes logframe 
conventions 

 The first Specific Objective contains an embedded statement created 

by the linking conjunction [in order] to  the implication of this that: 

o IF effective documentation and sharing of information is 

promoted and supported THEN climate change adaptation 
policy in Africa will be improved 

 The first part of this double statement is a re-statement of Result 1, 

the second part remains as a possible Specific Objective statement: 

Climate change adaptation policy in Africa improved 

 The second Specific Objective is a series of processes indicated by 
active verbs [identify, support, promote] 

 The processes in this statement are also re-statements of Results 2, 3 
and 4 and are covered by the activities of the Project itself, and as 
such make no contribution to the wording of a meaningful Specific 

Objective Statement 
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24. The analysis is summarised in Box 3 and Box 4 and concluded that the 

actually meaning of the stated objectives was: 

General Objective – Resilience of vulnerable populations enhanced 

Specific Objective – Climate change adaptation policy in Africa improved 

25. Discussion following the analysis confirmed that the participants were 
satisfied with the outcome, although some reservation was expressed that 

both the Specific General Objectives were at too low a level. 

26. However it was agreed that the two statements should be used in 
subsequent plenary discussion of the Result statements, in order to move 

discussion forward. 

Group Work 2 – Analysis of Project Result Statements 

27. Plenary discussion on the Results followed directly on from the Plenary 
Discussion of the Objectives.  This replaced the scheduled Group Work 

which had been designed to produce the same output. 

28. The Result statements are shown in Box 5.  These are the deliverables of 
the Project which those involved will be held accountable for.  They are 

considered to be the terms of reference  for the Project. 

Box 5 Original Project Result Statements 

1. Climate Change information and knowledge system 
established and promoted 

2. Policy research and development on climate change 
adaptation in Africa established and operationalised 

3. Integrated approach to climate change policy, strategy 

and technology implementation operationalised 

4. Capacity of decision-makers at national regional and 

continental levels to adapt to climate change 
strengthened 

29. After explanations and clarifications on the meaning behind the statements 
there was extensive discussion on the wording.  It was agreed that there 
were four basic areas for Result delivery: 

a] Information/knowledge management on climate change policy options 

b] Policy research to fill existing gaps in knowledge 

c] Communication systems/linkages between stakeholders 

d] Capacity strengthening to empower stakeholders to interact 

30. What was required was a wording that made clear the full intent of the 

Results.  Draft wording was proposed and further discussed. The current 
wording is now shown at Box 6, this includes amendments suggested during 

subsequent discussions on Indicators and Activities. 
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Box 6 Current versions of Result statements 

1. Climate Change information and knowledge system improved and 
promoted 

2. Gaps in current knowledge on climate change policy research 
addressed 

3. Framework1 for discussions and development of climate change 

policy options established 

4. Capacity2 of sub-regional and continental decision-makers to 

articulate policy options for climate change adaptation 
strengthened 

Day 2 – Further Analysis of Project structure and design 

Recap of Day 1 

31. The second day started with a recap of work and discussions during Day 1.  

This served to remind participants of the key points and allowed clarification 
and consensus to be developed on issues unresolved from Day 1. 

32. As part of the discussion around Day 1’s activities, the objective statements 
were further adjusted to reflect concerns expressed about their positioning 
in the logical hierarchy. 

33. It was agreed by all participants that what the Project could realistically 
contribute to as a General Objective was: 

Climate change adaptation policy in Africa improved 

34. The previous General Objective [Resilience of vulnerable populations 
enhanced] now becomes a Super Objective and an integral part of a Vision3 

for the Project. 

35. To replace the Specific Objective it was proposed that this should now be: 

Platform for development of climate change adaptation policy options 
established and operational 

36. There was discussion on whether or not this should be re-worded to reflect 
more of an impact that the delivery of the Results would have, rather than a 
product that could be interpreted as a Result.  However it was also pointed 

out that Indicators at this level could be used to define more clearly what 
sort of outcome was expected from successful delivery. 

                                       
1 Framework in this context refers to the modalities, methodologies and mechanisms necessary for 

the organisation of meetings, fora and electronic interactions between key stakeholders. 
2 Capacity in this context includes empowerment of beneficiaries to interact with the necessary 

individuals and groups so that policy options are well articulated at the highest levels, as well as 
providing support and mentoring through organised attendance at international fora. 

3 A possible Vision for the Project based on the revised logframe could be The resilience of groups 
vulnerable to climate change improved through improved policies developed, in part, as a 
consequence of inputs from a well-informed, active and participatory platform of key stakeholders 
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Group Work 3 – Development of Indicators and Activities 

37. A plenary presentation introduced and reviewed the characteristics of 

indicators and the role of activities in the development of the logframe.   

38. The Group Work then reviewed the existing Indicators and Activities [see 
Annex 5 for the draft logframe], and refined and developed them so that 

they better reflected necessary and sufficient conditions as well as the QQT 
and SMART criteria.  Activities were also linked to the Stakeholder Analysis 

to ensure that roles and responsibilities were clearly defined and 
understood. 

39. The Group Work Sheet is shown at Annex 6, and the raw output [both 

Indicators and Activities] from the Groups is at Annex 7.   

40. The revised indicators and milestones identified and agreed during Plenary 

Discussions are shown in Box 7 and for the Activities in Box 8. 

Box 7 Revised Indicators for Results 

1.1 Change in content of online databases and climate info tools 

1.2 Level of access and use of online databases and climate info tools 

1.3 Extent of coverage and satisfaction of users of climate information 

2.1 Number of researchable climate policy-relevant issues identified 

2.2 Number of climate policy-relevant issues addressed/analyzed and 

recommendations proposed 

3.1 Au moins  un mécanisme4  pour les échanges d’informations sur le 

changement climatique d’ici la fin du projet [At least one mechanism for 

exchange of information on climate change in place before the end of the 

Project] 

3.2 Au moins XX stratégies, programmes, options sur les changements 

climatiques sont initiés ou  révisés  [At least xx strategies, programmes or 

policy options for climate change are started or revised] 

3.3 Nombre de réponses appropriées pour l’adaptation au changement 
climatique proposées aux populations vulnérables en Afrique [Number 

of appropriate climate change adaptation policy options suitable for vulnerable 

populations, available] 

4.1 Au moins XX % décideurs à différents niveaux ont une meilleure 
connaissance en matière d’adaptation au changement climatique  [At 

least xx% of decision-makers at different levels have a better understanding 

on issues of climate change] 

4.2 Au moins XX % de décideurs à différents niveaux sont capables 

d’élaborer des politiques ou des stratégies qui prennent en compte 
l’adaptation au changement climatique  [At least xx% of decision-makers 

at different levels are able to prepare policies or strategies that address 

climate change adaptation] 

41. These will need quantification and explanation, but will serve as a useful 

starting point for the Project.  The options for Milestones were also 
discussed, and it was suggested that these could be developed as 
intermediate steps towards the final indicators, once they have been 

                                       
4 The mechanism could be formal/informal/electronic meetings, networks or chat-rooms.  
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quantified.  These will need to be reviewed annually to ensure they remain 
realistic. 

Box 8 Revised Activities for Result delivery 

1.1 Support the management of FARA-facilitated Africa-Adapt database 

on climate change adaptation at the continental level 

1.2 Support access to and extension of Africa-Adapt  network to cover 
the whole of Africa  

1.3  Process all climate data and information5 into knowledge through 
experiential learning 

1.4 Promote strategies and practices for adaptation to climate change 

1.5 Develop a communication strategy for the Project 

1.6 Strengthen the CORAF/WECARD communication unit to facilitate the 

establishment of appropriate links with relevant regional 
organizations 

1.7 Disseminate  results using  online, radio, drama, newspaper and 
other suitable media 

2.1 Conduct analysis of current knowledge to identify gaps on climate 

change adaptation policy options at regional and continental levels 

2.2 Conduct research based on policy gaps related to adaptation to 

climate change at regional and continental levels 

2.3 Sensitise decision-makers at different levels on the targeted policy 

options for climate change adaptation 

3.1 Mettre en place des mécanismes  regroupant tous les acteurs 
indiqués  à  différents niveaux autour des questions clés en matière 

d’adaptation au changement climatique et de négociations [Establish 

mechanisms to bring together actors at different levels to discuss and 

interact on key questions regarding adaptation to climate change and 

advocacy of policy options] 

4.1 Sensibiliser et former les acteurs à l’évaluation et la gestion des 
risques [Sensitise and train stakeholders in risk evaluation and 

management] 

4.2 Former les acteurs  pour intégrer l’analyse ou et la  vulnérabilité du 
genre  dans des études sur l'impact du changement climatique et 

c’est intégration [Train stakeholders to integrate gender and vulnerability 

analysis into studies on the impact of climate change] 

4.3 Former les acteurs sur les stratégies ou options de Suivi & 
Évaluation en matière d’adaptation au changement climatique en 
Afrique  [Train stakeholders on M&E strategies and options for climate 

change adaptation] 

4.4 Fournir un appui à des décideurs  et intrigants  pour participer aux 
conférences internationales qui ont sur les questions clés en rapport 

avec le changement climatique [Provide support to decision-makers and 

lobbyists to participate in international conferences linked to climate 

change] 

                                       
5 Including data and information on the social implications, issues and coping strategies relating to 

climate change, especially for vulnerable groups. 
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42. Several important issues were raised during closing discussions on the 
Indicators and Activities. Including: 

a] The importance of unpacking the Activities, summarised in the logframe 
and Box 8, and to link them closely with the appropriate stakeholders. 

b] Some of the generic terms such as mechanisms and meetings need to be 

unpacked in more detail as well, and clearly understood by those 
implementing and concerned with the Project. 

c] Strategies to capitalise on external opportunities that are offered by 
stakeholders not directly engaged with the Project, should be developed 
so that full use and synergy can be made of, and with, them. 

d] It is important that suitable approaches are developed and implemented 
for engagement with other sectors with interests in climate change and 

climate change adaptation; key amongst these are water, health and 
urban issues. 

Development of Assumptions 

43. Discussion on the Indicators and Activities was extensive and useful, 
however this resulted on insufficient time to review and develop the 

Assumptions.  These will still need to be addressed because at the level of 
the Activity to Result, and Result to Specific Objective, they represent the 

enabling environment for the success of the Project, and at Specific to 
General Objective  the conditions for the sustainability of benefit and 
impact. 

44. Annex 8 provides guidance on the definition and development of 
Assumptions. Some suggested Assumptions are included at each level, in 

the Outline Logframe [pages 15-21] which has been drafted as a 
consequence of this Workshop.  This is intended as a working document, 
but is still incomplete with additional work required on the Indicators and 

Assumptions. 
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Workshop Generated Revised Logframe  

Contents develop during the Workshop, based on the original logframe [see Annex 5] 

Narrative Summary 
Objectively Verifiable 

Indicators 
Means of Verification Assumptions 

General Objective 

Climate change adaptation 

policy in Africa improved 

 

1. X% increase in the numbers of 

vulnerable communities/groups 

benefiting from climate change 

mitigation strategies by 2015 

2. X% increase in the number and 

quality of climate change 

adaptation policies being 

implemented by 2015 

 

 Reports of National 

Governments  

 Reports of Regional 

Economic Communities 

 Reports of the United 

Nations Convention on 

Climate Change 

 

Specific Objective 

Platform for development 

of climate change 

adaptation policy options 

established and 

operational 

 

1. X stakeholders disaggregated by 

gender making  effectively 

using  acquired knowledge  and 

information  on  strategies and 

options for climate change 

adaptation by 2014 

2. X % increase in awareness of  

stakeholders to changes in   in 

policies, laws and programmes     

for   climate change adaptation  

3. X% increase in the numbers of 

stakeholders interacting  

across sectors on climate 

change adaptation knowledge 

sharing initiatives 

 

 Annual Report of FARA 

 Report of Africa-Adapt 

 Reports of National 

Governments  

 Reports of Regional 

Economic Communities 

 Reports of the United 

Nations Convention on 

Climate Change 

 End of project 

evaluation report 

 

[Specific Objective to General 
Objective] 

1. Climate change remains a high 

priority for sub-regional and 

regional organisations 

2. National Governments invest in 

mainstreaming climate change 

policies and strategies into the 

national agenda 

3. Political will to prioritise the 

climate change agenda is 

maintained 

4. HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB do not 

threaten budgets, initiatives or 

benefits 

5. International policy does not 

negate gains 

6. …more 
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Narrative Summary 
Objectively Verifiable 

Indicators 
Means of Verification Assumptions 

Results 

1. Climate Change 

information and knowledge 

system improved and 

promoted 

 

1.1 Change in content of 

online databases and 

climate info tools 

1.2 Level of access and use 

of online databases and 

climate info tools 

1.3 Extent of coverage and 

satisfaction of users of 

climate information 

 

 Project Reports 

 Annual Reports of 

CORAF/WECARD 

 Africa-Adapt platform 

Reports 

 RECS Annual Reports 

 Reports of sub-regional and 

Regional [continental] 

stakeholders and partners 

 

[Result to Specific Objective] 

1. Political will to invest and 

engage in climate change 

initiatives is maintained 

2. HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB 

do not reduce effectiveness 

of products 

3. Non-Project economic and 

technical support to 

stakeholders is maintained 

or improved 

4. Infrastructure and political 

environment continues to 

support Project initiatives 

5. …more 

2. Gaps in current knowledge 

on climate change policy 

research addressed 

2.1 Number of researchable 

climate policy-relevant 

issues identified 

2.2 Number of climate policy-

relevant issues 

addressed/analyzed and 

recommendations 

proposed 
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Narrative Summary 
Objectively Verifiable 

Indicators 
Means of Verification Assumptions 

Results [continued] 

3. Framework6 for discussions 

and development of climate 

change policy options 

established 

 

3.1 At least one mechanism7 for 

exchange of information on 

climate change in place 

before the end of the Project 

[Au moins  un mécanisme  pour les 
échanges d’informations sur le 
changement climatique d’ici la fin du 
projet] 

3.2 At least xx strategies, 

programmes or policy options 

for climate change are 

started or revised 

[Au moins XX stratégies, 

programmes, options sur les 

changements climatiques sont 

initiés ou  révisés]  

3.3 Number of appropriate 

climate change adaptation 

policy options suitable for 

vulnerable populations, 

available  

[Nombre de réponses appropriées pour 
l’adaptation au changement climatique 
proposées aux populations vulnérables 

en Afrique] 

As Above As Above 

                                       
6 Framework in this context refers to the modalities, methodologies and mechanisms necessary for the organisation of meetings, fora and electronic 

interactions between key stakeholders. 
7 The mechanism could be formal/informal/electronic meetings, networks or chat-rooms.  
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Narrative Summary 
Objectively Verifiable 

Indicators 
Means of Verification Assumptions 

4. Capacity8 of sub-regional 

and continental decision-

makers to articulate policy 

options for climate change 

adaptation strengthened 

4.1 At least xx% of decision-

makers at different levels 

have a better understanding 

on issues of climate change 

[Au moins XX % décideurs à différents 
niveaux ont une meilleure 

connaissance en matière d’adaptation 
au changement climatique]   

4.2 At least xx% of decision-

makers at different levels are 

able to prepare policies or 

strategies that address 

climate change adaptation 

[Au moins XX % de décideurs à 
différents niveaux sont capables 

d’élaborer des politiques ou des 
stratégies qui prennent en compte 
l’adaptation au changement 
climatique]   

As Above As Above 

                                       
8 Capacity in this context includes empowerment of beneficiaries to interact with the necessary individuals and groups so that policy options are well 

articulated at the highest levels, as well as providing support and mentoring through organised attendance at international fora. 
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Narrative Summary Budget and Inputs Assumptions 

Activities 

1.1 Support the management of FARA-

facilitated Africa-Adapt database on 
climate change adaptation at the 
continental level 

1.2 Support access to and extension of 
Africa-Adapt  network to cover the 

whole of Africa  

1.3  Process all climate data and 
information9 into knowledge through 

experiential learning 

1.4 Promote strategies and practices for 

adaptation to climate change 

1.5 Develop a communication strategy for 
the Project 

1.6 Strengthen the CORAF/WECARD 
communication unit to facilitate the 

establishment of appropriate links 
with relevant regional organizations 

1.7 Disseminate  results using  online, 

radio, drama, newspaper and other 
suitable media 

Budget Summary 

 

 

 

Inputs 

[Activity to Result] 

1. Sub-regional and continental 

infrastructure is maintained at 

current levels or improves 

2. Activities in other sectors 

complement Project initiatives 

3. …more 

                                       
9 Including data and information on the social implications, issues and coping strategies relating to climate change, especially for vulnerable groups. 
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Narrative Summary Budget and Inputs Assumptions 

Activities  [continued] 

2.1 Conduct analysis of current knowledge to 

identify gaps on climate change 

adaptation policy options at regional and 

continental levels 

2.2 Conduct research based on policy gaps 

related to adaptation to climate change at 

regional and continental levels 

2.3 Sensitise decision-makers at different 

levels on the targeted policy options for 

climate change adaptation 
As Above As Above 

3.1 Establish mechanisms to bring together 

actors at different levels to discuss and 

interact on key questions regarding 

adaptation to climate change and 

advocacy of policy options 

[Mettre en place des mécanismes  regroupant tous 
les acteurs indiqués  à  différents niveaux autour des 
questions clés en matière d’adaptation au 
changement climatique et de négociations]  
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Narrative Summary Budget and Inputs Assumptions 

4.1 Sensitise and train stakeholders in risk 

evaluation and management  

[Sensibiliser et former les acteurs à l’évaluation et la 

gestion des risques] 

4.2 Train stakeholders to integrate gender 

and vulnerability analysis into studies on 

the impact of climate change 

[Former les acteurs  pour intégrer l’analyse ou et la  
vulnérabilité du genre  dans des études sur l'impact 
du changement climatique et c’est intégration]  

4.3 Train stakeholders on M&E strategies and 

options for climate change adaptation 

[Former les acteurs sur les stratégies ou options de 
Suivi & Évaluation en matière d’adaptation au 
changement climatique en Afrique]   

4.4 Provide support to decision-makers and 

lobbyists to participate in international 

conferences linked to climate change 

[Fournir un appui à des décideurs  et intrigants  pour 
participer aux conférences internationales qui ont sur 
les questions clés en rapport avec le changement 
climatique]  

As Above As Above 
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Conclusions and Next Steps 

4. The Next Steps  were discussed briefly and agreed in the last session of the 
Workshop, namely: 

a] The completion of this Report 

b] The implementation of the Project, including follow-up to this Workshop: 

 Quantification of the Indicators 

 Development of Milestones 

 Finalising of Assumptions 

 Unpacking and assignment of Activities to Stakeholders 

 Further development and review of the Stakeholder Analysis 

5. Finally participants reviewed the extent to which the original Workshop 

outputs10, had been delivered, and agreed that this had been done and 
similarly, after a brief review of the Workshop objective11, it was also agreed 
that this had been achieved. 

 

 

 

 

                                       
10 1. Major partners and collaborators identified; 2. Logframe reviewed and developed;  3. Partners with greater understanding of the 

Project,  its deliverables, key milestones and their responsibilities for implementation  

11 Project structure was reviewed and finalised with input and consensus from stakeholders 
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Annex 1 Draft Timetable for Retreat 

Draft Timetable [Version 1.2] 

 [This is an indicative timetable which will be managed flexibly to reflect and 
address the needs and requirements of stakeholders and participants] 

Day 1 – Wednesday 29th June, 2011 

S
te

p
 1

 -
 I

n
tr

o
d
u
c
ti
o
n
 

0830-0845 1. Opening   The Executive Director CORAF/WECARD 

0845-0915 
Plenary 

Presentation 

2. Workshop concept, 

objectives, 

expected outputs 

and approach 

 Explanation of Workshop and methodology 

 3-step process 

0915-1000 
Plenary 

Presentation 

3. Description of the 
CORAF/WECARD-

IDRC Climate 
Change Project 

[Dr A Jalloh] 

 Description of Project 

 Explanation of Logframe 

 Origins and expectations 

1000-1030 
Plenary 

Discussion 

4. Facilitated discussion 

of Presentation 
 Clarifications and discussion of potential issues 

 1030-1100 Tea/Coffee Break 

S
te

p
 2

 -
 A

n
a
ly

s
is

 o
f 
P
ro

je
c
t 1100-1130 

Plenary 
Presentation 

5. Introduction to Group 

Work 1 – 

Stakeholder 

Analysis 

 Review of Stakeholder Analysis 

 Explanation and introduction to Group Work 2 

1130-1300 

Group Work 
[GW1] 

6. Stakeholder Analysis 

of Climate Change 

Project  

 Identification of Stakeholders 

 Roles and responsibilities of different groups 

 Resource needs to fulfil roles 

1300-1400 Lunch 

1400-1500 
Plenary 

Discussion 

7. Report Back on 

Group Work 

 Development of consensus 

 Discussion of issues 

  1500-1530 Tea/Coffee Break 

S
te

p
 3

 -
 L

o
g
fr

a
m

e
 

1530-1600 
Plenary 

Presentation 
8. Logframe basics 

 Overview of 2 principles of logframes 

 Introduction to Group Work 

1600-1700 

Plenary 
Discussion 

9. 12Analysis of 

Objectives and 

Results of Project 

logframe 

 Better understanding of objectives and logframe 

 Confirmation that key statements are appropriate 

 Tidying-up of wording and ensuring compliance 

and coherence with Project aims and potential 

                                       
12 This session was originally scheduled as Group Work 2, but was conducted in Plenary for reasons 

of greater participation and discussion as a larger group 
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Day 2 – Friday 30th June, 2011 

S
te

p
 2

 –
 C

o
n
td

. 0830-0845 
Plenary 

Presentation 
10. Recap of Day 1 

 Overview of Day 1 

 Summary of presentations  

 Overview of Output from Group Work 

0845-1030 
Plenary 

Discussion 

11. Further 

development of 

Objectives and 

Results 

 Development of consensus 

 Discussion of issues 

 1030-1100 Tea/Coffee break 

S
te

p
 3

 –
 A

n
a
ly

s
is

 o
f 

L
o
g
fr

a
m

e
 &

 d
e
v
e
lo

p
m

e
n
t 

o
f 
R

o
le

s
 

a
n
d
 R

e
s
p
o
n
s
ib

il
it
ie

s
 

1100-1130 
Plenary 

Presentation 

12. Introduction to 

Group Work 3 

 Key points of Indicator development 

 The nature of Activities and links to budget and 

inputs  

 Description of Group Work 

1130-1300 
Group Work 

[GW3] 
13. Group Work 3 

 Identification of Indicators and Milestones 

 Identification of Activities 

1300-1400 Lunch 

1400-1500 
Plenary 

Discussion 

14. Report Back on 

Group Work 3     

a] Indicators 

 Further discussion and development of Indicators 

and Milestones 

 Consensus on Indicators and Milestones 

1500-1530 
Plenary 

Discussion 

15. Report Back on 

Group Work 3     

b] Activities 

 Linked to Stakeholder Analysis 

 Development of consensus on roles and 

responsibilities 

1530–1600 Tea/Coffee break 

1600-1645 
Plenary 

Discussion 

16. Development of 

Indicators and 

Activities13 

 Continuation of Sessions 14 and 15 

 1645-1700 
Plenary 

Discussion 

17. Wrap-up and Next 

steps 

 Review of Workshop outputs 

 Development of immediate timetable/response 

 Closing of Workshop 

 

 

 

 

                                       
13 This period was originally scheduled for the development of Assumptions but was re-allocated to 

further discussion on Indicators and Activities, as this was deemed more important 
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Annex 2 Workshop Participants 

NOM & PRENOM POSITION & INSTITUTION ADDRESSE TELEPHONE EMAIL 

1. ABANG Mathew 

Coordinator Eastern and central 

Africa Bean Research Network 

(ECABREN) - CIAT 

CIAT Box 6247 Kampala 

UGANDA 

(256) 

755545408 
m.abang@cgiar.org  

2. AGBOBLI Comlan 

Atsu 
Directeur Général ITRA  Lomé - TOGO (228) 2251559 itra@cafe.tg  

3. BAH Njogou Saer Interprète de conférences Banjul - THE GAMBIA (220) 9906802 saerbah@yahoo.fr  

4. BALINGA Michael  

Regional Scientist                                       

Forest and Livelihoods 

Programme                                            

Interim Regional Coordinator 

CIFOR-BRAO           

06 BP 9478 Ouagadougou 

06   BURKINA FASO 
(226) 76638885 

mbalinga@cgiar.org 

mpbalinga@yahoo.fr 

5. DIA Alassane Infographe - CORAF/WECARD 
7, avenue Bourguiba BP 48 

Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 

338699618 
alouzaaa@gmail.com  

6. DIOP Cheikh Ould Interprète de conférences 
BP 6482              Dakar 

Etoile  SENEGAL 

(221) 

775686970 
cheikhdiop@hotmail.com  

7. DJIBO Bagna Président du ROPPA Niamey, NIGER 
(227) 96019549 

(227) 90050042 
bagna_djibo@yahoo.fr  

8. FAYE Mbène Dièye 

Gestionnaire Programmes 

Politique, Marchés et Commerce - 

CORAF/WECARD  

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 48 

Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 

338699618 
mbene.faye@coraf.org  

9. JALLOH Abdulai 

Gestionnaire du Programme 

Gestion des Ressources 

Naturelles - CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 48 

Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 869 96 

18 
abdulai.jalloh@coraf.org  

10. KONE Anatole 

Gestionnaire Information et 

Communincation - 

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 48 

Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 869 96 

18 
anatole.kone@coraf.org  

mailto:m.abang@cgiar.org
mailto:itra@cafe.tg
mailto:saerbah@yahoo.fr
mailto:alouzaaa@gmail.com
mailto:cheikhdiop@hotmail.com
mailto:bagna_djibo@yahoo.fr
mailto:mbene.faye@coraf.org
mailto:abdulai.jalloh@coraf.org
mailto:anatole.kone@coraf.org
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NOM & PRENOM POSITION & INSTITUTION ADDRESSE TELEPHONE EMAIL 

11. KUISEU Julienne 
Assistante de Programmes - 

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221)33 869 96 

18 
julienne.kuiseu@coraf.org  

12. LEONE Michele 
Senior Programme Officer 

Climate Change and Water IDRC 

150 Kent Street OTTAWA, 

ON, CANADA 

(221) 

704039829   (1)  

6136962507 

mleone@idrc.ca  

13. LO Henri Mathieu 
Administrateur Principal de 

Programmes CRDI 
Dakar SENEGAL 

(221) 

338597710 

(221) 

776445119 

(221) 

338640000 

hlo@idrc.org.sn  

14. MORIBAH Simeon 
Deputy Secretary General Mano 

River Union (MRU) 
Freetown - SIERRA LEONE 

(232) 76822740  

(232) 33142918 
momohena@yahoo.com  

15. MOUSSA NA ABOU 

Mamouda  

Coordonnateur du Réseau Africa 

Adapt 
Dakar SENEGAL 

(221) 

776175916 
mamoudam@gmail.com 

16. MULUH George 

Achuh 

Planning Officer - 

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 

338699618 
muluh.achu@coraf.org  

17. MUMUNI ABU 
Regional Insitute for Population 

Studies University of Ghana 
Legon, GHANA 

(233) 

277385049 
abumus2000@yahoo.com  

18. NAMA Justin 

Kouame 
Comptable - CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 869 96 

18 
justinnama@yahoo.fr  

19. NDIAYE Cecile Edith 
Bilingual Assistant  

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 869 96 

18 
cecile.ndiaye@coraf.org  

20. ROY-MACAULEY 

Harold 

Directeur des Programmes - 

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 869 96 

18 
h.roy-macauley@coraf.org  

mailto:julienne.kuiseu@coraf.org
mailto:mleone@idrc.ca
mailto:hlo@idrc.org.sn
mailto:momohena@yahoo.com
mailto:muluh.achu@coraf.org
mailto:abumus2000@yahoo.com
mailto:justinnama@yahoo.fr
mailto:cecile.ndiaye@coraf.org
mailto:h.roy-macauley@coraf.org
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NOM & PRENOM POSITION & INSTITUTION ADDRESSE TELEPHONE EMAIL 

21. SANYANG Sidi 

Manager, Capacity Strengthening 

and Knowledge Management 

Programme - CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 

8699618 
sidi.sanyang@coraf.org  

22. SEREME Paco 
Executive Director - 

CORAF/WECARD 

7, avenue Bourguiba BP 

48 Dakar RP - SENEGAL 

(221) 33 

8699622 
paco.sereme@coraf.org  

23. SOMORIN 

OLUFUNSO 

Associate Professional Officer 

Forest and Governance 

Programme Center for 

International Forestry Research 

(CIFOR) 

PO Box 2008 Messa 

Yaounde CAMEROON 

(237) 22227449 

(237) 94820490 
o.somorin@cgiar.org  

24. SUTHERLAND John Consultant  York - United Kingdom   oh.oswald@btinternet.com 
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Annex 3 Group Work Sheets for GW1 

Group Work 1 Project Stakeholder Analysis  

Purpose 

The objective of this Group Work complete a Stakeholder Analysis which will clarify the 

roles and responsibilities of the different groups affected by the Project.  The Analysis will 

be based on the current structure and design described in Session 3 and discussed 

during the plenary session following that presentation. 

The key principles and methodology for a Stakeholder Analysis have been explained in 

Session 5. 

Group Work – 1½ Hours 

1. Identify a chairperson, and someone to write down and present your findings.  There 

is limited time [guidelines for the four parts of the work are given] so the 

chairperson should manage it carefully. 

2. Ensure that everyone is clear on the purpose of the Group Work before you start.  If 

unsure, please ask for clarification. 

Part A – Guideline 20 minutes 

3. Brainstorm on:  

a] The identity of Stakeholders  

b] Their interests in the CC Platform Project  

c] Whether they are positive or negative 

Part B – Guideline 10 minutes 

4. Decide whether they are  

a] Key [with a significant influence which is important to success],  

b] Primary [the beneficiaries] or  

c] Secondary [potential beneficiaries] 

Part C – Guideline 30 minutes 

5. Evaluate the roles and interest of the stakeholders in terms of their influence and 

relevance: 

a] To what extent can the stakeholder Influence [facilitate or obstruct] CC 

Platform's development and activities [5 = extremely influential, 1 = no 

influence]  

b] What is the Relevance to that stakeholder of the CC Platform Project’s 

performance [5 = extremely important and 1 = no relevance] 

Part D – Guideline 30 minutes 

6. Ask the question What roles and responsibilities does this analysis define for the 

stakeholder groups identified? 

7. Record the output from your discussions in electronic format for presentation back to 

plenary. 

Stakeholder Influence Relevance K/P/S Role/Responsibility 

1. Name of Stakeholder 
or Stakeholder 
Group 

Score 

[1-5] 

Score 

[1-5] 

Key or 

Primary or 

Secondary 

 Key responsibilities as 
bullet points 

2.      

n.      
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Annex 4 Raw Output from Group Work 1 

List of Abbreviations used in Stakeholder Analysis 

AFAAS African Forum for Agricultural Advisory Services 

AGRHYMET Centre Régional AGRHYMET of CILSS 

AMCEN African Ministerial Conference on the Environment 

ASARECA Association for Strengthening Agricultural Research in East 
Africa  

ASDI Agence suédoise de coopération internationale au 
développement 

AU/NEPAD African Union/New Partnership for Africa’s Development 

CARDESA   

CCARDESA Center for Coordination of Agricultural Research and 
Development in Southern Africa 

CGIAR Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research / 
Groupe Consultatif pour la Recherche Agricole Internationale  

CIAT Centre International pour l’ Agriculture Tropicale  /  
International Centre for  

CIFOR Center for International Forestry Research 

CILSS / Comité permanent Inter-Etats de Lutte contre la Sécheresse dans le 
Sahel 

CIRAD Centre de Coopération internationale en Recherche 

agronomique pour le développement agricole 

CORAF/WECARD Conseil Ouest et Centre Africain pour la Recherche et le 
Développement Agricoles/West and Central African Council 

for Agricultural Research and Development 

CRDI /IDRC Centre de Recherches pour le Développement International 

/International Developement Research Centre 

DFID Department for International Development 

EEAF East African Farmer Organization/Environmental Enterprises 
Assistance Fund 

Enda Tiers 
Monde 

Environnement et Développement en Afriqdu Tiers monde, 
NGO 

FARA Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa 

G20 Group of Twenty Finance Ministers and Central Bank 
Governors 

GIZ German Agency for International Cooperation/ 

Agence allemande pour la Coopération Internationale/Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit 

ICRAF World Agroforestry Centre - Centre International pour la 
Recherche en Agroforesterie 
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ICRISAT International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics 
(ICRISAT) 

ILRI  International Livestock Research Institute 

IRA Institut de Recherche Avancée / ARI – Advanced Research 
Institute 

IRD Institut de Recherche pour le Développement 

IUCN International Union for Conservation of Nature 

IWMI International Water Management Institute 

JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency 

NASRO North Africa Sub Regional Organization 

OIG  Intergovernmental Organization 

OSS Observatoire pour le Sahara et le Sahel 

OXFAM Oxfam international ou Oxford Commitee for Famine Relief, 
NGO 

PAFO Platform for African Farmer Organization  

PROPAC Plateforme Régionale des Organisations paysannes d’Afrique 
Centrale 

RECs  Regional Economic Community 

ROPPA Réseau des organisations paysannes et de producteurs de 
l'Afrique de l’Ouest 

SACAU Southern African Confederation of Agricultural Unions 

SASCAL South African Science Service Center on Climate Change and 

Adapted Land Use 

Tree AID  

Tropical 
Agriculture 

AUSAID 

Australian Agency for International Development 

UICN Union Internationale pour la Conservation de la Nature 

UMAGRI Union maghrébine des Agriculteurs 

USAID United States Agency for International Development 

WASCAL West African Science Service Center on Climate Change and 
Adapted Land Use 

WWF Fonds Mondial pour la Nature /World Wildlife Fund 
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Group 1 Output 

Stakeholder Inf Rel K/P
/S 

Role/Responsibility 

1. CORAF Secretariat 5 5 K Overall coordination/oversight 

2. CORAF NRM Prog.  5 5 K Management 

3. FARA secretariat 

4. ASARECA 

5. CARDESA 

6. NASRO 

5 

3 

4 

4 

K Facilitating linkages at continental level 

Facilitating work in East Africa 

Facilitating work in  Southern Africa 

Facilitating work in North Africa 

7. IFPRI    Source of policy options on CCA 

8. CIAT    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA 

9. CCAFS    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA and food security and 

agric. 

10.CIFOR    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA and forests 

11.ICRAF    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA and agroforestry/trees 

12.IWMI    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA and water 

13.ILRI    Access to research results/technical 
options CCA and livestock 

14.CIRAD    Research, Capacity 

15.ESSP    Technical research results 

16.AGRHYMET    Agro-met. Data and information 

17.ACMAD    Met. Data and forecasting 

18.FANRPAN    Policy advocacy and analysis 

19.ATPS 

20.AERC 

21.ISS 

   Policy advocacy and analysis on 
technology 

Research and capacity building 

Policy advocacy and analysis on 
security and CC 

22.AGRA    Policy advocacy on agriculture 

23.ECOWAS   K Policy formulation and advocacy (WA) 

24.UEMOA    Policy advocacy and formulation (WA) 

25.ECCAS 

26.CEMAC 

   Policy formulation and advocacy (CA) 

Policy formulation and advocacy (CA) 
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27.CILSS    Policy formulation and advocacy (Sahel) 

28.AU/NEPAD    Policy formulation and advocacy - Africa 

29.IGAD    Policy formulation and advocacy – EA 

30.ICPAC    Climate science and research – EA 

31.COMESA    Policy formulation and advocacy – EA 

32.OSS    Research and Policy 

33.ROPPA 

34.PROPAC 

35.EAFF 

36.SACAU 

37.NA farmers’ union 

   Policy advocacy 

Policy advocacy 

Policy advocacy 

Policy advocacy 

 

38.DFID & IDRC    Funding 

39.AfDB 

40.World Bank 

   Funding 

Funding 

41.Other donors     

42.UNDP    Technical assistance and Funding 

43.UNEP    Technical assistance and Funding 

44.WHO    Technical assistance and Funding 

45.FAO    Technical assistance and Funding 

46.World Vision 

47.Oxfam 

48.ActionAid 

49.CARE 

   Policy advocacy and Influence 

Policy advocacy and Influence 

Policy advocacy and Influence 

Policy advocacy and Influence 

50.CCAA – 46 projects 

51.AfricAdapt 

52.AARC 

53.ACCFP 

   Source of knowledge, findings and 
information 

Communication, Dissemination and 
Networking 

Research on policy options 

Capacity Building 

54.WASCAL    Capacity Building on Climate Change 

research 

55.CDKN    Knowledge network 

56.IISD    Communication, Information and 
Networking 

57.BBC Africa    Climate Change Awareness 

58.WADR    Climate Change Awareness 

59.AMARC    Community radio networks 
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Rapport du Groupe Francophone 

 7 membres  

 Président Djibo  

 Rapporteur : Julienne 

 

Acteur Inf Per C/P/S Rôle/Responsabilité 

Producteurs 

 PAFO 
5 5 C Plaidoyer 

Information, sensibilisation et 

formation des membres 

Capitalisation  

 PROPAC 
5 5 C 

 ROPPA 
5 5 C 

 UMAGRI 
5 5 C 

 EEAF 
5 5 C 

 SACAU 
5 5 C 

Recherche 

FARA    Plaidoyer 

Mobilisation des ressources 

Facilitation 

CORAF/WECARD    Coordination  

Facilitation 

Information 

Renforcement des capacités 

NASRO    Facilitation 

Information 

Renforcement des capacités 

CARDESA    

CCARDESA    
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Centres CGIAR et  IRA 

 CIAT 
   Faire des analyses et la 

diffusion sur les thématiques 

précises en rapport avec le 
CC 

Renforcement des capacités 

 CIFOR 
   

 ICRAF 
   

 IWMI 
   

 ICRISAT 
   

 ILRI ? 
   

 CIRAD 
   

 IRD 
   

WASCAL    

SASCAL    

CILSS /AGRHYMET    

OSS, Tunisie    

Vulgarisation 

 AFAAS  
   Appui conseil 

Sensibilisation    Démembrement

s de AFAAS 
   

Hub rural    

Décideurs politiques 

 AU/NEPAD 
   Plaidoyer 

Apporter le soutien politique 

Sensibilisation 

Mobilisation des ressources  

Prise de décision 

 

 RECs et OIG  
   

 AMCEN 
   

ONGS  

 UICN 
   Plaidoyer 

Information 

Formation 

Recherche 

Appui Conseil 

 WWF 
   

 ActionAid 
   

 Enda Tiers 
Monde 

   

 OXFAM 
   

 Tree AID 
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Partenaires au développement 

 DFID 
   Mobilisation des ressources 

financière  

Plaidoyer 

Information 

 G20 
   

 USAID 
   

 CRDI 
   

 GIZ 
   

 ASDI 
   

 JICA 
   

 AUSAID 
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Annex 5 Draft Logframe from Project Document 

 

Intervention logic Objectively Verifiable Indicators 
Means of 

verification 
Assumptions 

General Objective 

Develop a platform for the 

effective and efficient transfer of 

information from researchers to 

policy makers, with the ultimate 

aim of enhancing the resilience of 

vulnerable populations 

1. Perceptions of the vulnerable populations on 

the prevalence of  the effects of climate 

change  

2. % change in the degradation trends of land 

and water resources, river basins and lakes. 

3. % change in crop yields  and mortality rates 

of animals  

UNFCC data 

Africa-Adapt 

Reports 

IPCC report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific objectives   

Promote and support effective 

documentation and sharing of 

information to improve climate 

change adaptation policy in Africa 

Identify policy gaps, support 

related action research, and 

promote the integration of climate 

change research into 

development policies, strategies, 

programs and projects at 

continental and sub-regional 

levels 

  

 

1. % change in number of stakeholders  

disaggregated by category /gender   with 

acquired skills/abilities on strategies/options 

for   climate change adaptation; 

2. Number of Stakeholders disaggregated by 

gender making  effectively using  acquired 

knowledge  and information  on  strategies 

and options for climate change adaptation;  

3. Level of perception of  stakeholders to 

changes in   in policies, laws and programs     

for   climate change adaptation in Africa 

4. Perceptions of stakeholders on the level of 

interaction and synergies across sectors on 

climate change adaptation knowledge 

sharing initiatives 

Annual Report of 

FARA 

Report of Africa-

Adapt 

Reports of National 

Governments  

Reports of Regional 

Economic 

Communities 

Reports of the 

United Nations 

Convention on 

Climate Change 

End of project 

evaluation report 

 

[Specific to General Objective] 

 

Unobstructed flows and free exchange 

of knowledge and advice 

Stakeholders are  willing to adopt 

strategies and options to mitigate 

climate change 

National Governments invest in 

mainstreaming climate change 

policies and strategies into the 

national agenda 
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Narrative Summary Objectively Verifiable Indicator Means of Verification Assumptions 

Results  

1. Climate change information 

and knowledge system 

established and promoted 

1.1 Number of databases  on climate 

change adaptation hosted by FARA 

and Africa-Adapt platform fed with 

relevant information   

1.2 Number of stakeholders 

disaggregated by category and 

gender benefitting or accessing 

information/knowledge on the 

impacts and adaptation 

strategies/options of climate 

change 

1.3 Number of communication and 

knowledge sharing 

mechanisms/platforms among 

researchers, policy makers and 

vulnerable communities in Africa 

1.4 Number of communication 

strategies and information 

networks on adaption to climate 

change established in Africa 

1.5 Number of TV/media coverage 

programmes disaggregated by 

community, state and continental 

levels on climate adaptation for 

vulnerable groups in Africa 

Enriched FARA database 

on climate change 

adaptation and improved 

access to climate change 

adaptation information 

Project Reports 

Annual Reports of 

CORAF/WECARD 

Africa-Adapt platform 

Report 

Project Reports 

[Output to Specific Objective] 

 

1. Unobstructed flows and free 

exchange of knowledge and advice 

2. Stakeholders   are willing to 

collaborate   

3. Economic bodies are in agreement 

with member countries. 
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Narrative Summary Objectively Verifiable Indicator Means of Verification Assumptions 

Results [continued] 

2. Policy research and 

development on climate 

change adaptation in Africa 

established and 

operationalized 

2.1 Number of competitive Grant 

Research Projects on Climate Change 

adaptation funded 

2.2 Number of climate change adaptation 

options adequately synthesised and 

packaged for consumption by 

vulnerable populations 

2.3 Number of   policy options available 

for promotion among decision 

makers. 

2.4 Number of Policies elaborated and 

promoted disaggregated by level of 

intervention -   national, sub-regional 

and continental   

2.5 Number of NAPAs integrated into 

policies, strategies, programmes and 

projects at sub-regional organizations 

and the continental level. 

2.6 Number of advocacy and lobbying  

tools/instruments  elaborated per  and 

shared among stakeholders starting   

2.7 Number of regional consultative 

groups on policy dialogue for climate 

change adaptation in Africa 

As Above As Above 
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Narrative Summary Objectively Verifiable Indicator Means of Verification Assumptions 

Results [continued] 

3. Integrated approach to climate 

change policy,  strategy and 

technology implementation 

operationalized 

 

Appropriate responses to the 

challenges  of climate change  

established in Africa  

 

3.1 Number of  Copping strategies/options  

effectively used by  vulnerable 

populations to mitigate effects of Climate 

change 

3.2 Number of appropriate responses for 

adaptation to climate change proposed to 

vulnerable populations in Africa 

3.3 Number of linkages on climate change 

research and information sharing 

established 

3.4 Number of African countries integrating 

climate change into development policies 

3.5 Number of platforms for the exchange of 

information on climate change  
As Above As Above 

4. Capacity of decision-makers at 

national, regional and 

continental levels to adapt to 

climate change   strengthened  

 

4.1 Number of policy-makers at  national, 

regional and continental levels trained on   

adaptation  to climate change  to share 

knowledge within their unique context  

4.2 Number of researchers trained on climate 

change adaptation in Africa   to share 

knowledge within their unique context  

4.3 Number of farmer Organizations, Civil 

Society organizations trained on key 

issues on climate change adaptation and 

negotiations  

4.4 % of vulnerable population trained  on   

adaptation  to climate change to share 

knowledge within their unique context  
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Narrative Summary Budget and Inputs Assumptions 

Activities 

1.1 Support the management of FARA database on climate change 

adaptation at the continental level. 

 [Activities to Outputs]  

 

1. Cordial relationship exists 

among sub regional 

organizations. 

2. Decision markers willing to 

collaborate with researchers 

 

1.2 Support access to and extension of Africa-Adapt  network to cover 

the whole of Africa  

1.3 Process all data and information into knowledge through 

experiential learning in order to promote strategies and practices 

for adaptation to climate change. 

1.4 Strengthen the CORAF/WECARD communication unit to facilitate 

the establishment of appropriate links with relevant regional 

organizations 

1.5 Disseminate  results (qualify the results) using conventional and 

traditional media including electronic means, radio, drama, etc. 

2.1 Analyse gaps of relevant policy-options that have the potential of 

creating an enabling environment for adaptation to climate change 

in the African continent  

2.2 Conduct research based on policy gaps related to adaptation to 

climate change. 

2.3 Sensitize decision-maker at different levels to enable them 

effectively analyze climate change issues and negotiate effectively 

for any associated benefits and collaborate on regional initiatives.  
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Narrative Summary Budget and Inputs Assumptions 

Activities [continued] 

3.1 Render operational platforms involving research scientists and 

decision makers at all levels on key issues of climate change 

adaptation and negotiations   

3.2 Organize strategic meetings to lobby key decision makers in the 

regional  economic communities  

3.3 Provide support to  appropriate individuals and organizations to 

attend international conferences that have bearing on key issues 

related to climate change.  

4.1 Undertake training on risk evaluation management for stakeholders 

4.2 Conduct a training on gender analysis/vulnerability to the impacts 

of climate change 

4.3 Undertake a training on Monitoring and evaluating 

strategies/options for climate change adaptation in Africa 

4.4 Strengthen the capacities of African decision-makers on adaptation 

to climate change in  Africa 

As Above As Above 
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Annex 6 Group Work Sheet for GW3 

Group Work 3 Analysis and Development of Project Indicators and 

Activities  

Purpose 

The objective of this Group Work is to complete key parts of the logframe and 

implementation methodology for the Climate Change Platform Project. 

The Work will identify key Indicators and Milestones for the Results and also develop the 

Activities  necessary and sufficient for their delivery.  The guidelines for developing these 

were described during Session 12. 

Group Work – 1½ Hours 

1. Identify a chairperson, and someone to write down and present your findings.  There 

is limited time so the chairperson should manage it carefully. 

2. Ensure that everyone is clear on the purpose of the Group Work before you start.  If 

unsure, please ask for clarification.  The work is divided into two parts.  Part 1 will 

identify Indicators and Milestones, Part 2 will identify Activities. 

Part 114  

3. Review and assess the Indicators in the draft logframe [Working Document] for the 

Project. 

4. For each of the Results identify 3-4 Indicators that are both necessary and sufficient, 

to show that the Result has been successfully delivered.  As far as possible, ensure 

that they address the SMART and QQT criteria explained during Session 12. 

5. For each of the Indicators develop Milestones [Intermediate Indicators] that show 

progress is being made towards final delivery. 

6. Prepare your output in electronic format for presentation back to plenary. 

Part 215 

7. Review and assess the Activities identified in the draft logframe [Working Document] 

for the Project. 

8. For each of the Results identify the key Activities that will be necessary and sufficient 

to ensure delivery of each of the Results.   

9. Use the guidelines given during Session 12 to support the process.  Generally 

activities fall into three broad categories: 

a] Problem identification  

b] Development of solution 

c] Communication of solution 

10. For each of the Activities identify which stakeholder will be responsible.  Ensure that 

this is coherent with the Stakeholder Analysis of Group Work 1.  

11. Prepare your output in electronic format for presentation back to plenary. 

 

                                       
14 This will be split into two parts for two different groups, Part 1a will address Results 1 and 2 and 

Part 1b will address Results 3 and 4 
15 This will be split into two parts for two different groups, Part 2a will address Results 1 and 2 and 

Part 2b will address Results 3 and 4 
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Annex 7 Raw Output from Group Work 3 

Output from Anglophone Group [originally produced in PowerPoint] 

Result 1: Climate Change information and knowledge systems 
established and promoted 

Indicators: 

1. Change in content of online databases and climate info tools 

2. Level of access and use of online databases and climate info tools 

3. Extent of coverage and satisfaction of users of climate 
information 

Milestones: 

1. Existing contents of online databases and climate info tools 
assessed 

2. Existing climate info tools upgraded 

3. Upgraded database updated by 2012 

Activities 

1.1  Support the management of FARA-facilitated Africa-Adapt database on 
climate change adaptation at the continental level 

1.2  Support access to and extension of Africa-Adapt  network to cover the 
whole of Africa  

1.3  Process all climate data and information into knowledge through 
experiential learning in order to promote strategies and practices for 
adaptation to climate change 

1.4  Strengthen the CORAF/WECARD communication unit to facilitate the 
establishment of appropriate links with relevant regional organizations 

1.5  Disseminate  results using  online, radio, drama, newspaper etc. 

Result 2: Significant gaps in current knowledge on climate change policy 
research addressed 

Indicators 

2.1 Number of researchable climate policy-relevant issues identified 

2.2 Number of climate policy-relevant issues addressed/analyzed and 
recommendations proposed 

Milestones: 

Not identified 

Activities 

2.1   Conduct analysis of current knowledge to identify gaps on climate change 
adaptation policy options at regional and continental levels. 

[Previously:  Analyse gaps of relevant policy-options that have the potential of 

creating an enabling environment for adaptation to climate change in the African 
continent ] 
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2.2   Conduct research based on policy gaps related to adaptation to climate 
change at regional and continental levels. 

2.3 Sensitize decision-makers at different levels on the targeted policy options 
for climate change adaptation.  

[Previously:  To enable them effectively analyse climate change issues and 

negotiate effectively for any associated benefits and collaborate on regional 
initiatives] 

Output from Francophone Group 

Atelier méthodologique du projet « Plateforme entre chercheurs et 
décideurs politiques sur l’adaptation au changement climatique en 

Afrique » 

Rapport du Groupe Francophone – Session 2 

 8 membres  

 Président Djibo  

 Rapporteur : Julienne 

 
1. Partie 1 : Elaboration des indicateurs de résultats 

 

Résultats Indicateurs  Jalons 

Résultat 3 : Un 
cadre de 

discussion et 
de 

développement 
des options 
politiques sur 

le changement 
climatique mis 

en place 

Au moins  une plateforme fonctionnelle pour les 
échanges d’informations sur le changement 

climatique d’ici la fin du projet 

 

Au moins XX stratégies, programmes, options 

sur les changements climatiques sont initiés ou  
révisés 

 

Nombre de réponses appropriées pour 
l’adaptation au changement climatique 

proposées aux populations vulnérables en 
Afrique 

 

Résultat 4 : 
Les capacités 
d’articulation 

des options 
politiques sur 

l’adaptation au 
changement 
climatique par 

les décideurs 
politiques aux 

niveaux  
régional et 
continental 

renforcées 

Au moins XX % décideurs à différents niveaux 
ont une meilleure connaissance en matière 
d’adaptation au changement climatique 

 

Au moins XX % de décideurs à différents 
niveaux sont capables d’élaborer des politiques 

ou des stratégies qui prennent en compte 
l’adaptation au changement climatique 
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2. Partie 2 : Identification des principales activités nécessaires et 

suffisantes pour produire chacun des résultats 
 

Résultat 3 : Un cadre de discussion et de développement des options 
politiques sur le changement climatique mis en place 

Activités Acteurs 

Activité 3.1 : Mettre en place des plateformes 

opérationnelles regroupant tous les acteurs indiqués  à  
différents niveaux autour des questions clés en matière 
d’adaptation au changement climatique et de 

négociations 

 

Activité 3.2 : Fournir un appui à des individus et 

organisations appropriés pour participer aux conférences 
internationales qui ont sur les questions clés en rapport 

avec le changement climatique 

 

Résultat 4 : Les capacités d’articulation des options politiques sur 

l’adaptation au changement climatique par les décideurs politiques 
aux niveaux  régional et continental renforcées 

Activité 4.1 Sensibiliser et former les acteurs à 
l’évaluation et la gestion des risques  

 

Activité 4.2 : Former les acteurs  sur l’analyse ou et la  
vulnérabilité du genre  face aux impacts du changement 
climatique 

 

Activité 4.3 Former les acteurs sur les stratégies ou 
options de Suivi&Evaluation en matière d’adaptation au 

changement climatique en Afrique 

 

Activité 4.4 : Organiser des réunions stratégiques pour 

faire le plaidoyer /lobbying auprès des décideurs 
politiques clés des communautés économiques régionales 
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Annex 8 Definition of Assumptions in a Logframe 

Assumptions should be defined at the following levels: 

 Specific Objective to General Objective – equivalent to the conditions needed 
for sustainability of benefits. 

 Result to Specific Objective – equivalent to the conditions which create the 

enabling environment to achieve the change or impact for which the project 
is designed. 

 Activity to Result – equivalent to the conditions which create the enabling 
environment for the delivery of the Results. 

Important Assumptions are external conditions or factors over which the 

project chooses not to exert control or over which it has no or little control.  They 
determine the success of the project.  

Assumptions must satisfy the principle of being necessary and sufficient. 

Note that Risks are negative Assumptions.  For example: 

 An Assumption may be that Appropriate levels of political support exist; 

 And the Risk is that Appropriate levels of political support do not exist; 

It is NOT necessary to include Risks in the logframe. 

When determining the key Assumptions, it is important to remember that: 

 At the level of Activity to Result, the starting point is that  IF all the Activities 

have been successfully completed what Assumptions need to be made to 
ensure the Results are delivered? 

 At Result to Specific Objective, IF the Results have been successfully 

delivered, what Assumptions have to be made to achieve the Specific 
Objective? 

 At Specific Objective to General Objective, IF the Specific Objective has been 
achieved, what Assumptions need to be made for the Project to make a 
significant contribution to the General Objective? 

 The Specific Objective to General Objective  Assumptions should describe the 
necessary and sufficient conditions [environment] for the project to make a 

significant contribution to the General Objective.  Similarly those at Result to 
Specific Objective  identify conditions for achieving the Specific Objective and 
at Activity to Result, conditions required to deliver the Results. 

As with other aspects of the logframe the application of the necessary and 
sufficient principle is  extremely important.  There are many Assumptions that 

could be made, but only those that are necessary for success should be included, 
and together they should be sufficient to ensure success. 

Another important consideration is the level in the logframe at which Assumptions 

appear.  If this is not done correctly then there may be an unexpected failure.  
Assumptions should be at the lowest level in the logframe where they will have 

an influence, this is illustrated in Box 1 
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Another factor which needs to be considered with Assumptions  is that they may 
have different meanings at different levels within the logframe.   It is not 

uncommon to see similar or identically worded Assumptions repeated at different 
levels.  This is acceptable provided an explanation is given elsewhere in the 
documentation, an example of this is illustrated in  Box 2. 

Box 1  Placement of Assumptions at correct level 

It is important that any Assumption made is at the correct level, it 

needs to be at the lowest level where it will have an influence.  For 

example: 

 If an Assumption is made that ...the IAR4D approach to research will 

produce appropriate results... this needs to be made at the lowest 

level where its failure will have an influence. 

 This is at the Activity to Result level, since failure of the IAR4D 

approach to work effectively will mean that Result[s] cannot be 

delivered.   

 There is no point in placing higher, since if it fails, no Results will be 

delivered, and so there will be no impact or change as a 

consequence. 

 

 Box 2  Repeated Assumptions 

It is not uncommon to see Assumptions repeated at different levels 

within a logframe, this is because the scale and scope of an Assumption 

varies with the level within the logframe that it appears.  For example: 

 A common  Assumption  that needs to be made is about the about 

the health of stakeholders ...HIV/AIDS, malaria and TB do not 

adversely affect benefits 

 At Activity to Result  this may be about the ability or capacity of 

communities or target groups to respond adequately to 

opportunities, due to poor health or an inappropriate demographic 

structure. 

 At Specific Objective to General Objective it may be more an issue 

of resource allocation by local or national governments to non-

agricultural sectors in order to address health-related problems, 

leaving agricultural infrastructure [for example] poorly funded. 

These differences in issues of scale and scope can be reflected in the 

wording of Assumptions, but it needs to be remembered that the 

logframe is a concise and shorthand version of the project document 

and needs to be kept brief. 

 

A characteristic of Assumptions is that they are not simply  true or false, there are 
degrees of compliance.  For example a common Assumption is that ...economic 
and political support exists for agricultural development...  It is extremely unlikely 

that this will ever be perfect , however it only needs to exist at a level which 
permits the delivery of Results or the achievement of a Specific Objective, so again 

it is a case of scale and scope.  This is explored further in Box 3. 
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Once the important Assumptions have been identified a useful, qualitative tool 
which can be used to assess their relative significance, is the Risk Matrix.   This is 

based on assessing both the importance the Assumption has for success and the 
probability of it failing to hold, or put another way, the risk of it failing.  This is 
a subjective assessment but it provides useful guidance for decision making.  The 

Matrix is shown in Figure 1.   

Box 3 Assumptions – degree of compliance 

It is common for Assumptions to appear extremely demanding in terms 

of their compliance, however compliance is a question of scale or 

degree.  For example, rather than stating... 

Economic and political support exists for agricultural development 

...it is better to rephrase this to indicate that the project doesn’t require 

perfect support, just sufficient to enable it to do what is required, such 

as ... 

Levels of economic and political support are maintained at levels 

appropriate for agricultural development 

The key words here in this re-phrasing are appropriate and maintained.  

The same principle can be applied to several types and categories of 

Assumptions. 

To use the matrix assign a score to each Assumption on a scale of 1-10 where 1 is 

low importance [or probability of failure/risk] and 10 is high importance [or 
probability of failure/risk]. 

If the chances of failure are high [it is a high risk],  then there may be a problem, 
and if the assumption is an important one, this may be a killer assumption 
which will prevent success.  In all cases the Assumptions describe the necessary 

and sufficient conditions, or working environment, for success. If Assumptions fail, 
they will cause problems, and possibly failure of the project.   

Figure 1 Risk matrix for evaluating logframe Assumptions 
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Killer Assumptions are best handled by internalising them within the project 

design, although sometimes a re-design of the project is necessary to ensure the 
threat is removed [see Box 4].   

PCN and project documents which contain what may be considered Killer 

Assumptions will not be funded. 

Box 4  Managing Killer Assumptions 

Internalising an Assumption is a technique for reducing its 

importance, or the risk of it failing to hold.  This reduces its 

significance and can turn a Killer Assumption into one that merely 

needs to be monitored carefully. 

For example, a common Assumption  made in agricultural research 

projects is that ...extension services perform effectively...  To ensure 

that the probability of this holding is increased [the risk of failure is 

reduced], it can be partially internalised.  This is done by building into 

the project design capacity strengthening  and coordination support 

for extension services. 

 


